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sporadically the driver being used will fail to load at boot up if a specific system hickup occurs. the
computer boots, the driver doesn't load and the error message comes up. once it occurs once, we

can get around it by unplugging and then replugging the device. this will instantly kill the acpi stack,
and then the driver will load. it's not a permanent fix. we have a number of systems that have it

happen more frequently than others. this is just the way they work. i'm having a problem with video
and audio after installing the xorg and kernel update through ubuntu updates. after install i run the

updater with no problems, but now i'm running into problems with video, audio, and mouse and
keyboard. i've tried several things, but nothing is working. i can't seem to turn off the computer or
get into recovery or any way to get it to boot normally until i can fix the problem. i'm a long time

ubuntu user and first time user of the xorg update. any help would be greatly appreciated. hi! thanks
for your post. i tried this driver for my hp laptop and all problems are gone. for hp this driver was

made for windows 8.1 64bit but i had no problem installing it and it seems to work with windows 10
pro without any compatibility problems. for hp users who want to install intel(r) dynamic platform

and thermal framework follow this link : windows 10 now has an oem pre-install driver built into the
os by intel, which is designed to help keep the pc running in the best way possible. the oem drivers

can be installed manually or by following this guide :
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hi, i have a hp 15-cd0015np i7. when i turn on the laptop the s3 event appears and after that
everything is frozen. i tried acpi=off but it doesn't help. i can't even turn off the laptop. my

motherboard is a hp 15-cd0015np i7. i installed windows 10 home. i have an hp 15-cd0015np i7.
when i turn on the laptop the s3 event appears and after that everything is frozen. i tried acpi=off

but it doesn't help. i can't even turn off the laptop. my motherboard is a hp 15-cd0015np i7. i
installed windows 10 home. for some reason the installation of the intel gma 3150 chip set is failing
with an acpi related error. i used to have the same issue with a laptop that i had purchased around a

year ago. after replacing the chip set with a different brand, the laptop worked fine. i have tried it
again and i am having the same issue. i was wondering if you can look into this issue for me, please.

i would be very greatful for any help you can provide. i have been running the latest version of
adobe reader for a while and it has not been a problem. recently, i installed the latest version of

"picasa" and it started giving me the "wudfrd driver" error. i have tried the solutions you provided in
your email and nothing worked. after removing picasa, the error message is gone, but i still cannot

run acrobat reader. any idea what is wrong? if you run into any issues with the wudfrd driver, please
reply to this thread. if you think you know the solution, feel free to create a thread of your own. as a

new user, your support is appreciated. when creating a new thread, please provide a link to your
post and a link to the thread you created in order to help us identify your post more easily.
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